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Web archiving initiatives and organizations are currently engaged in “intervening and shaping the availability of information/media” (Ogden, 2020) through their collection practices as they provide access to parts of the web that have been deleted or abandoned by state and corporate owners. This has significant impact on the future of historical research, as the materials collected will act as an “unprecedently rich primary resource” (Winter, 2017), thus shaping and informing the types of histories we can write. The Internet Archive, one of the most prominent and prolific web archives, has been crawling and collecting materials for the past 20 years with a mission to preserve web history that would otherwise be lost. This approach, however, cannot account for the sensitivity of the materials it has captured. For researchers engaging with web materials in web archives, there are significant ethical and methodological challenges and questions to engaging with web archived collections in the Internet Archive.

For example, GeoCities web pages archived in Internet Archive, like neighborhoods WestHollywood (LGBTQ+) or EnchantedForest (Youth), are a unique and incredibly fruitful resource for studying youth and queer participation in the early web in a way that gives those voices autonomy and agency and are integral resources for writing about digital cultures on the early web. However, there are significant ethical concerns around a researcher’s approach to this data. It is imperative that we consider whose stories are being told, who is equipped to tell them, and what kinds of vulnerability and harm we might encounter and nurture when doing so (Cowan, 2020; franzke, et al., 2020; Luka & Millette, 2018; Lin et al., 2020). Young people’s data are particularly subject to commodification, surveillance, and archiving without consent (Grimes & Chung, 2005; Steeves, 2015; Van Dijck et al., 2018), and researchers who engage with their archived web material have a responsibility to develop better practices of care. One of the biggest challenges in historical web research is grappling with distance between researchers and the researched; websites become defunct, users have grown up and changed names, and communities have splintered and dispersed. Informed consent is nearly never a possibility, and while deploying “contextual integrity” tactics and evaluating the scale of archived web materials are significant ethical developments (Lomborg, 2018; Nissenbaum, 2010; Tiinderberg, 2018), getting in contact with creators...
of digital materials is still an important ethical dimension for many internet researchers (Eichhorn, 2019; Horbinski, 2018; Leurs 2017; Lialina, 2017; Robards & Lincoln, 2020).

This paper demonstrates an ethico-methodological (Cowan, 2020) approach to working with archived web pages created by young people and collected and stored by the Internet Archive. The Early Internet Memories project explored archives with web materials made by young people throughout 1994-2005 through qualitative, online semi-structured interviews. Participants are positioned as co-investigator and analyst of web archival material, enabling simultaneous discovery, memory, interpretation and investigation, as they guided the researcher through a walkthrough of their digital materials collected and stored in web archives (Light, Burgess, Duguay, 2016; Robards & Lincoln, 2017). This method begins with the person, rather than their data, and is influenced by the conceptual framing of data materials in research on the "right to be forgotten" (Crossen-White, 2015; GDPR, 2018; Tsesis, 2014), digital afterlives (Sutherland, 2020), indigenous data sovereignty and governance (Wemigwans, 2018), and the Feminist Data Manifest-No (Cifor et al, 2019). By exploring experiences and memories of the web while guided through web archives by the creators, we are able to re-center human and move towards a digital justice approach (Gieseking, 2020; Cowan & Rault, 2020) and a critical feminist ethics of care (Luka & Millette, 2018) for engaging with historical youth data.
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